WORLD LEADER IN COMPLETE DIGITAL TEMPLATING SOLUTIONS

PROLINER 10X CS

The Proliner 10X CS is a totally self-contained unit with an extra large working range. Advanced in functionality and appearance,
this model completes all your measurements on the job site without any problem. Dimensions can be checked and drawings
can be edited directly on the Proliner, thanks to the comprehensive integrated CAD software.

PROLINER 10X CS
CONSTRUCT SERIES

The Construct Series is the perfect solution for fabricators and installers. The CS machines are durable and
designed to be used in tough working conditions. They are lightweight and easily carried on and off job sites.
It is the true balance between performance and price.
Measure
- 2D3D / can be upgraded to full 3D
- Fully portable
- No levelling and no targets required
- No hinder and inaccuracies from environmental conditions
- Integrated leap function to increase working range and reach
- Continuous scribing
- Digitize large and small details
Software
- Measure multiple planes / can be upgraded to full 3D
- Check dimensions
- Edit drawings
- Generate CAD files (DXF)
- Tangential contour for optimal CNC use
- Application-based industry software and templating apps available
Hardware
- 10” touchscreen
- Weight (10 kg) / Compact housing (38x32x20 cm)
- Direct working range ≈ 20 m
- (without relocating the machine with the onboard leap function)
- Precision of 0.6 mm
- Built in water-level sensors (check level and plumb)
- Bluetooth, USB and UTP
- Full set of application-based accessories available
Advantages
- Eliminate mistakes
- One person operation
- Solid build and precise Prodim mechanics
- Less time on job site
- No need of physical templates
- Immediate digital output ready for production
- No need of third party computer
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